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Supply List: A complete supply list is at the end of this tutorial.

Parts & Pieces:

Cut a top fold card base 4 1/4" x 11" and score at 5 1/2". I used Balmy Blue cardstock.•
Cut card layers as follows:•
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- The Basic White card layer is 3 1/8" x 4 5/8".•
- The Balmy Blue patterned paper layer is 3" x 4 1/2".•
- Each of the off-set patterned paper layers is cut 2 1/2" x 3 3/4".•
- Cut two cardstock strips for the right side of the Focal Point layer. They measure 1/2" x 4 
1/2" and 1/2" x 4 1/4" respectively.

•

- The inside writing layer is 4" x 5 1/4".•
- I stacked two patterned paper strips for the bottom of the inside writing layer. They 
measure 1/4" x 3 1/2" and 1/4" x 3 1/4".

•

- The flower embellishment on the sentiment tag is punched directly from the Regency Park 
Designer Series Paper using the Petal Park Builder Punch.

•

Assemble the card:

Adhere the card layers as shown, starting with the Basic White bottom layer.•
When you're adding the off-set layers, make sure you have even amounts of space on all 
sides of the layers. See the photo above.

•

Notice how the top left and bottom right corners of the Mango Melody patterned paper layer 
have about equal space. They form what I would call an elongated triangle. (I'm sure there's 
a mathmatical term for this Mango Melody triangle).

•

If there is equal space on the corners, you know your layers are centered.•
Attach the 1/2" strips to the back of the right side of the finished layer focal point layer.•
The tag sentiment is die cut from the Something Fancy Dies.•
I stamped the sentiments from the Something Fancy stamp set with Night of Navy ink.•
The flower embellishment on the tag is punched directly from the Regency Park DSP.•
I added a little sparkle with a few Iridescent Pastel Gems. •
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The Inside of the Card:

I adhered the Basic White writing layer to the inside.•
The sentiment is stamped with Night of Navy ink.•
Cut two patterned paper strips: One is 1/4" x 3 1/2" and the other is 1/4" x 3 1/4".•
The flower embellishment is punched directly from the Regency Park Designer Series Paper.•

I hope you enjoyed this tutorial. This is a simple design that can be used with just about any 
supplies you have on hand.

Thank you for stopping by today and please visit my Blog at expressivelydeb.com again.

Remember, ... the only limitation is your imagination!

Debbie
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Petal Park Bundle 
(English) - 160577

Price: $37.75

Something Fancy 
Bundle (English) - 

160425

Price: $45.75

Regency Park 6" X 
6" (15.2 X 15.2 
Cm) Designer 
Series Paper - 

160559

Price: $12.00

Balmy Blue 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

146982

Price: $9.25

Mango Melody 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
146989

Price: $9.25

Petal Pink 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

146985

Price: $9.25

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Night Of Navy 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147110

Price: $8.00

Iridescent Pastel 
Gems - 160429

Price: $8.00

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00
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